EVERY ALTERNATIVE AN ORIGINAL
An alternative PX 10 for two generations of
Pall-Athalon UE X19 and UE X10.

Elements of the PX 10 series
■■ Low storage costs due to only one
alternative
■■ Tried-and-tested technology for pleat
production
■■ Stabilization of the pleat star using an
outer cover
■■ Constant filtering capacity over the entire
service life of the elements
■■ High dirtholding capacity and long service
life for the elements
■■ Large filter surface and stable pleating
■■ Significantly reduce filter resistance
Pall alternative elements

REPLACEMENT FILTER ELEMENTS

Filtration Group has now created a new market with its new
EcoParts products
Our elements of the P X10 series were developed for use in the Pall housing
types UR X10 and UR X19. The highly efficient material combination of the
elements allows a constantly high separation over the entire differential
pressure range.
Elements of the new UE series are available in the filtration efficiencies
of 3, 6, 10 and 25 µm. Finer filtration is available on request.
The EcoParts UE series is a specially manufactured, cost-efficient alternative
to the products from other manufacturers.
Area of application
The Pall UE alternative elements of our EcoParts series are used in pressure
filter housings and are responsible for the fine filtration of hydraulic and
lubricating oil. Our EcoParts elements reduce the solid particle contamination
to the prescribed contamination class, prevent the ingress of dirt from the
environment and maintain the properties of the hydraulic fluid for a long period
of time.
This new UE series allows you to make a considerable cost saving
while retaining a top quality standard.
Are you looking for the suitable EcoParts alternative to
your existing elements from other manufactures?
Simply use the crossreference database on our website.
If you require additional information about the products
described, simply follow the QR code shown here.
You can also simply click on the respective QR
code in the PDF version to access the desired information.

www.FiltrationGroup.com/mahle
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